DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION

1
. By a measure (outer measure) μ on a space M is meant a nonnegative countably subadditive function on 2 M , the subsets of M. In a topological space (M, m) , an m-borel measure on M is any measure on M for which the open sets are (Caratheodory) measurable, and the borel sets of (M, m) are the members of the smallest tf-algebra containing m. If G is any family of sets, let σG be the union \J aeG a of the family G. If Hξ^2 M and g is a nonnegative function on H, then mss gMH is defined to be the function on 2
M such that mss gMH (A) -ini G^aeG g(a)
where G varies over all countable subsets of H for which A g σG. ψ = mss gMH is called the measure generated by the gauge g, and H is called the basis of ψ. 
where R is the set of μv-measurable rectangles, and g(a x δ) = μ{a) v{b) for α x be R. The extended product measure of μ and v given in [2] 
where Z denotes the set of μv-nilsets, and
for Z> e (β U Z). (i.e., #(.D) = 0 for DeZ, and #(α x b) = ^(α) for α x δe JB).
It was shown in [2] (x)v(x, b) 
The μv&-product measure (of Elliott) is defined as mss g(M x where F is the family consisting of all /^^?-basic rectangles and μv-nilsets, and
for Ce F. A corresponding ordinary (conditional) product measure for μ and v can be defined on M x N using only μv-basic rectangles [9] .
Elliott [4, Thms 1.0, 1.4] , generalized 2.1 as follows:
. If μ measures M, & is a σ-algebra of subsets of N, σ& -Ne &, v is a regular conditional measure on M x ^, and φ is the μv^-product measure, then •1 φ is an extension of the ordinary (conditional) product measure of μ and v,
. 
where C varies over all closed subsets of A for which μ(C) < oo, then μ is called an m-inner regular borel measure, m is said to be μ-almost lindelof if for each subfamily H of m for which M = σiJ, and for each S £ ilί for which μ(S) < oo, there is a countable subfamily G of H for which μ(S -σG) = 0.
A regular conditional measure on M x & is said to be m-continuous if, for each be&, v( , 6) is an m-continuous function.
3.0. Throughout the remainder of this paper we shall assume that .1 (M, m) and (JV, n) are topological spaces and that (P, p) is their topological product.
. Consequently, φ is p-inner regular.
It is interesting to consider whether the conclusions of Theorem 3,3 remain valid when the condition v f < < v x < < v f is lessened to v x < < 2/, or when this condition is removed altogether. The authors have been unable to settle these questions.
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 below are further results in the spirit of 3.2 and 3.3, in which the continuity hypothesis has been replaced by a "separation of variables" condition. 
This defines a measure 7 on M, and y(A) -h(A) for AeG. Since ψ is m-continuous (indeed it is constant on M)
we can define the 7^^?-product measure, φ', and conclude from 3.2 that φ f has the desired properties .1 and 2. We complete the proof by showing that φ' = φ.
Let F be the family of μv&-basic rectangles and μy-nilsets, let F' be the family consisting of 7Ί/Γ^?-basic rectangles and 7ψ-nilsets, and let Secondly, if C is a //v-nilset, then for //-almost all a?,
-^Cr c (x, y)v x dy -v(x, C.) = f(x)
and hence,^'
Thus g'(Q = g{C), for CeF. Now let Z -{x eM\f(x) = 0} and observe that Z is //-measurable, and (1) Zx NeF' and g\Z x N) = 0. Proof. For each ieω, xeM, and be&, let
Let
Φi is a ^-inner regular borel measure on P, and p is ^-almost lindelof , and hence, since these two properties carry over to countable sums, we have φ f is a p-inner regular borel measure on P, and p is ^-almost lindelof . 
for ASM x N. The third step above follows from Theorem 3.8 below and the fact that F is disjunctive (See Definition 3.7), and the fact that the Qi are nonnegative and countably additive on disjointed subsets of F.
The desired conclusion is at hand.
Questions that naturally arise are: when can a representation of the type (2) be obtained? How useful therefore is Theorem 3.5? No satisfactory answer to these questions is known to the authors at this time. Similarly, we could use μy-right nilsets.
The remainder of the paper gives results needed in the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
